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We previously reported the results of an 8-week home-based pulmonary rehabilitation (PR)
program in patients with fibrotic interstitial idiopathic pneumonia (f-IIP), which demonstrated
significant long-term (12 month) improvements in exercise capacity, anxiety, and quality of
life [1]. However, most studies of f-IIP patients have shown that the benefits are lost within 6
to 9 months after the PR program [2], largely due to a failure to continue with exercise
training [3]. Indeed, previous studies did not offer maintenance program after PR [2].
Therefore, it is important to identify simple and effective ways through which patients can
maintain a post-PR exercise program and sustain their improvements in physical and
psychological outcomes. To this end, we compared the effectiveness of two post-PR
maintenance programs suggested to f-IIP patients: unsupervised self-selected exercise at
home or a structured exercise at a local facility (e.g., fitness center, pool) close to the patient’s
home.
Twenty-one patients with mild to moderate f-IIP who included the home-based 8week supervised PR program, as previously described [1, 4], were recruited to this pilot study,
and 19 completed it (Figure 1). Before the end of PR, subjects voluntarily chose the
maintenance program format: an adapted physical activity (APA) program structured at local
facilities (APA group) or our routine program proposal offering exercises to achieve
autonomy in the patient’s home (control group). The activities were tailored to each patient’s
physical capacity and preference (Figure 1) and the local facilities had to be easily reachable
by public transport if necessary. Approval for the data use was obtained from the Institutional
Review Board of the French Learned Society for Pulmonology (CEPRO 2017-007). Written
informed consent was obtained from each participant.
Before and immediately after the 8-week PR program [1] and 6 months after initiation
of the maintenance program, subjects in both groups were assessed for: pulmonary function,
exercise capacity (6-minute walk test [6MWT] and stepper test [6MST]), quality of life
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(Medical Outcomes Study SF-36), dyspnea (baseline/transition dyspnea index), and physical
activity motivation (Behavioural Regulation and Exercise Questionnaire 2) [5]. Data were
analyzed using SigmaStat (version 3.5). Univariate normality assumptions were verified with
the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. Changes in parameters with time were assessed with one-way
repeated measures ANOVA, and group differences in baseline parameters and their
distribution were assessed with an unpaired t-test and Fisher’s test, respectively. P0.05 was
considered statistically significant.
Of the 19 patients who completed the 6-month maintenance program, 12 and 7 had
idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis and fibrotic nonspecific interstitial pneumonia, respectively.
The baseline values (before the home-based PR program) were: age 65±9 years, FVC
75±13% predicted, FEV1 73±12% predicted, and DLCO 40±8% predicted (means ± standard
deviations). Eleven subjects selected the local facility maintenance program (APA group) and
8 preferred to continue exercising at home (control group) (Figure 1). Table 1 shows the
outcome measures after 6 months for the whole group, APA group, and control group. For all
patients, the beneficial effects of the 8-week PR program on exercise tolerance (6MST),
dyspnea, and motivation (introjected regulation) remained significantly improved after 6
months. Strikingly, these findings were driven largely by the gains in the APA group
compared with the control group, as indicated by the much higher proportion of subjects in
the APA group who reached at least minimal clinically important differences (MCIDs) in
these outcomes at 6 months. For example, the APA group showed an improvement of 47
meters in the 6MWT at 6 months compared with the start of the PR program and 73% of the
group improved by at least the MCID for this test. In contrast, the control group showed a
decrease of 29 meters at the 6-month point, and only 13% achieved a ≥MCID improvement.
Several factors may have influenced the differential benefits of the maintenance
program between the APA and control groups in the present study. First, continued regular
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exercise appears to be the most crucial aspect of the improvement; thus, all patients in the
APA group but only 2 of 8 in the control group reported that they exercised regularly at the
local facility and/or at home over the 6 months. These findings are consistent with the recent
report by Sharp et al. that nearly half of patients with interstitial lung disease who participated
in a PR program failed to continue exercising at home, and these subjects were more likely to
lose the benefits of PR after 6 months than the group who continued to exercise [3]. Second,
subjects in the APA group were younger (61±10 years vs. 70±6, p=0.03) and had better
identified (2.9±0.7 vs. 2.3±0.8, p=0.04) and intrinsic (2.7±0.9 vs. 1.8±1.0, p=0.05) regulation
scores to engage in physical activity compared with the control group. In a previous study of
patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) [6], the APA group was
similarly better able to sustain the benefits of PR compared with the control group [6]. In
another study, perception of old age and self-determined motivation were found to be a
barrier and an enabling factor, respectively, for physical activity [7]. Third, the control group
seems had achieved smaller short-term benefits than the APA group, as reflected by the lower
proportion of subjects who reached the MCID at the end of PR for the 6MWD (25% vs. 64%),
the numbers of strokes during the 6MST (38% vs. 82%) and the TDI score (38% vs. 55%).
This which may have discouraged them from continuing with a structured exercise program
thereafter. However, this remains speculative because the subjects chose whether to continue
with a home-based or local facility-based maintenance program before the end-PR evaluation.
Although the lack of randomization is a limitation to our study, it is crucial that patients are
offered a choice of physical activity that they enjoy if they are to succeed in a post-PR
exercise program. A solution to this problem remains to be found for older subjects and those
with low interest in continuing physical activity
Personalized maintenance programs should ideally include contributions not only from PR
professionals but also from the patient. Therefore, we should consider allowing the needs,
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preferences, and living environment of each patient to negotiate the design of a follow-up
program, rather than funneling all patients into a single ‘one size fits all’ maintenance
program.
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Table 1. Long-term impact of pulmonary rehabilitation in f-IIP patients.
APA group
(n=11)

All patients (n=19)

Control group
(n=8)

Pre-PR

End-PR

6-months

P value
(ANOVA)

Change in
outcome
baseline to 6
months
[CI 90%]

% of
patients
achieving
MCID

Change in
outcome
baseline to 6
months
[CI 90%]

% of
patients
achieving
MCID

6MWT, m

425 ± 57

448 ± 68

440 ± 87

0.14

47 [−32:127]

73%

−29 [−143:84]

13%

6MST, strokes

494 ± 135

602 ± 160*

584 ± 174*

<0.01

141 [−223:506]

82%

29 [−141:199]

38%

7±2

0.9 ± 1.3

1.1 ± 2.9*

<0.01

2.6 [−0.7:5.9]

91%

−1.1 [−6.9:4.7]

25%

Physical summary, score

54 ± 19

60 ± 18

58 ± 23

0.43

8 [−19:35]

−1 [−42:41]

Mental summary, score

60 ± 21

66 ± 21

65 ± 21

0.50

12 [−24:55]

−10 [−69:48]

Amotivation, score

0.7 ± 0.9

0.5 ± 0.7

0.4 ± 0.6

0.06

−0.1 [−1.8:1.7]

−0.6 [−1.9:0.7]

Extrinsic regulation, score

1.0 ± 1.1

0.7 ± 0.9

0.8 ± 0.9

0.71

−0.1 [−2.8:2.5]

−0.3 [−2.4:1.9]

Introjected regulation, score

0.7 ± 0.7

1.4 ± 0.9*

1.4 ± 1.2*

<0.05

0.7 [−1.0:2.6]

0.5 [−2.4:3.6]

Identified regulation, score

2.6 ± 0.8

2.7 ± 0.6

2.9 ± 0.8

0.41

0.3 [−1.0:1.6]

0.1 [−0.9:1.2]

Intrinsic regulation, score

2.3 ± 1.0

2.8 ± 0.8

2.7 ± 1.1

0.09

0.6 [−1.3:2.5]

0.2 [−1.7:2.2]

Exercise capacity

Dyspnea
BDI/TDI, score
Quality of life (SF-36)

Motivation regulation (BREQ-2)

*p<0.05 vs. pre-PR value. 6MST, 6-minute stepper test; 6MWT, 6-minute walk test; BDI/TDI, baseline and transition dyspnea indexes; BREQ-2,
Behavioural Regulation and Exercise Questionnaire 2; CI, confidence intervals. MCID, minimal clinically important difference; PR, pulmonary
rehabilitation; SF-36, Medical Outcomes Study Short Form-36. MCIDs were 30 m for the 6MWD [8], 40 strokes for the 6MST [9], and 1 point for the TDI
[10].
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Figure legend
Figure 1. Study design.
APA, adapted physical activity; DLCO, diffusing capacity of the lungs for carbon monoxide;
FVC, forced vital capacity; f-NSIP, fibrotic nonspecific interstitial pneumonia; IPF, idiopathic
pulmonary fibrosis; PR, pulmonary rehabilitation; SpO2, pulse O2 saturation.
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